tions of hardware design, the Web changes some of the assumptions underlying software development. Thus it has the potential to change our notion of the software artifact and the collaborative processes used to construct it.
WHAT ASSUMPTIONS ARE CHANGING?
It is impossible to accurately predict the impact of the Web on software development. Rapid change and complex technological issues combine to make any prediction highly suspect. We instead focus on the changing assumptions themselves without trying to predict their consequential effects.
s Accessible, cheap, direct customer channel. The Web has dramatically reduced the costs and delays associated with distributing information. The result is a cheap, direct, and easily accessible communication channel between customers and software vendors that makes software distribution a potentially collaborative process. Customers have already begun using the Web to find and compare products, request product features, submit bug reports, and receive product support. Indeed, the Web provides an astonishing amount of information about commercial software products. Surprisingly, software vendors provide only a small part of this product information. Users themselves produce a large percentage by collaborating to compile, maintain, and distribute FAQs; by managing productrelated Web sites; and by participating in Usenet newsgroups, mailing lists, and Internet Relay Chat (IRC) discussions.
Although electronic software distribution (ESD) was popular among shareware vendors before the advent of the Web, few large commercial software vendors used the technology. The ubiquity of the Web has mobilized the software industry toward ESD for secure sales and distribution of software. Compared with traditional distribution channels, which require product packaging, shipping, warehousing, and retail shelf space, ESD is significantly faster and less expensive. Thus, new distribution models, such as weekly updates, become costeffective, as does the distribution of small or inexpensive applications. Alternative software pricing and licensing models, such as per-use, per-function, subscription, rental, and lease, also become more practical. In effect, the software artifact has inherited several properties of the Web medium. In the context of these six applet characteristics, software behaves like just another browser content type. Consider the actions a Web browser performs to display a Web page: the browser retrieves and parses the HTML text, retrieves any embedded elements, determines the content type of each embedded element, and invokes the appropriate content handler to display the content. In the case of an embedded applet, the browser's content handler is a virtual machine interpreter that regards the content as executable instructions.
Although these characteristics seem odd at first, they make sense when we realize that on the Web the goal is to communicate information. Whether we use HTML, animated GIFs, applets, or Dynamic HTML is inconsequential. On the Web, information matters; software is incidental.
Until recently, the Web was based solely on a "pull" content model, with users explicitly requesting information from a provider. But new technologies such as Marimba's Castanet* have extended the medium to support a "push" content model as well. In the push model, users subscribe to an information source that automatically transmits the information to them whenever it changes, much like television and radio.
Software distributed using the push model has several unique characteristics:
s Customers "subscribe" to software, enabling software updates to be automatically downloaded and installed without user involvement. This blurs the traditional distinction between software versions. s Fine-grained control over software subscription enables customers to tailor the software to their particular needs. 
Browser Plug-Ins
Web browser plug-ins* enable independent extension of content types, thereby enabling third-party developers to extend the Web browser without changing browser source code. Each plug-in encapsulates the functionality necessary to display a particular content type as a software component (typically implemented as a dynamic link library). Web browsers augment their internally supported content types with those supported by plug-ins. If a plug-in provides the viewer for a particular content type, the browser dynamically loads and executes the plug-in to display the content within a particular window region. The plug-in mechanism is adequate for supporting new content types but fails to leverage several of the Web's unique properties. For example, users must explicitly download and install plug-ins, and that typically requires quitting and restarting the browser before new plug-ins can be used.
ActiveX and Java Applets
ActiveX* components and Java* applets are the two most popular mechanisms for implementing applets. From our perspective, the most significant differences between the two are that they adopt different security models and that ActiveX components are applets written for specific platforms, whereas Java applets are bytecode interpreted and chiefly platform independent. The ActiveX security model resembles that of a retail software store. The user is asked to approve the installation and subsequent execution of an applet on the basis of the name of the company that developed the applet. Once approved, an applet has unrestricted access to the client machine. With Java applets, most Web browsers implement a "sandbox" security model whereby applets execute within a severely restricted environment on the client machine. This restricted execution environment prevents applets from acting maliciously, so that users needn't make security decisions.
Unlike plug-ins, ActiveX and Java applets can be automatically downloaded, installed, and executed with little user involvement. But both suffer several shortcomings that restrict how much they can leverage the medium. Both technologies restrict the applet's execution context to a single Web page. Thus, an applet's execution context cannot be preserved beyond a Web page unless the context is transmitted to the Web server as the user leaves the source page and is subsequently downloaded when the user arrives at the destination page.
The sandbox security model further restricts Java applets because they cannot tailor their behavior to the user's environment, since they are prevented from querying and otherwise accessing the client machine. Furthermore, only applets downloaded from the same Web page are allowed to communicate directly with each other. Applets are otherwise restricted to communication with their host machine, and applets downloaded from different Web pages must communicate through their respective hosts.
Castanet
Marimba's Castanet* represents early efforts at extending the Web medium to support the push model for software deployment. Two components make up Castanet's functionality: the Castanet Tuner and the Castanet Transmitter. The Castanet Tuner executes on client machines, letting users subscribe to and receive content from multiple content providers. The Castanet Transmitter executes on the server, maintaining a list of subscribers and efficiently distributing the content to them as it changes.
Content distributed through Castanet is browser independent and persists until the user explicitly cancels the subscription. This alleviates the execution context limitations inherent in the Java applet and ActiveX mechanisms. The Castanet Transmitter can also personalize content on the basis of information collected from individual users.
Castanet can distribute any content, including software applications, but during subscription users must approve content containing software. Once approved, applications have unrestricted access to the client machine. Java applications may optionally execute within a restricted environment similar to that of a Web browser without user approval.
PROTOTYPING A FLEXIBLE ENVIRONMENT FOR APPLETS
Although existing technologies have enabled software systems to leverage some aspects of the Web medium, their current limitations and assumptions prevent us from freely exploring the medium. For example, existing technologies discourage-and in some cases prevent-interapplet communication.
At UC Irvine, we are prototyping an environment that overcomes some of the limitations found in existing technologies. Although our prototype is in many ways incomplete, initial experiments have been encouraging.
Our environment consists of a Web browser, a component repository, a command shell, and a component integration tool. The command shell works much like a Unix command shell in that it lets users compose behaviors by combining components from the repository. Components in the environment adhere to a canonical structure that requires them to communicate exclusively using a message broadcast mechanism. Through the command shell, users can directly control the message routing mechanism and modify the component bindings during runtime.
New components are added to the repository using the browser. A user who locates a desired component on the Web installs it by selecting its hyperlink. The browser responds by downloading the binary file representing the component and invoking the component integration tool. This tool places the component in the repository and executes its installation script. As part of installation, the component can examine and modify the user's environment or install other components.
Although simplistic, our environment is unique in that the explicit communication model encourages intercomponent communication, even if the components are from different vendors. Components may also query and adapt to the user's changing environment.
CONCLUSIONS
The Web's unique properties raise many interesting issues and questions for software developers. Emerging Web-related technologies should compel us to change fundamental assumptions and reevaluate our approaches to software development and distribution.
